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With regard to the approbation of new approaches and methods of resocialization of deviant children, pedagogy has the exclusive opportunity to get in touch with new, different scientific fields and to promote original recommendations and ideas. Legal sciences are a new challenge resulting from the difference in approaches toward deviants. If legal sciences outline the limits of sanctions, pedagogy shapes the path to the personality change. Both probation and mediation are the subject of study for legal sciences, and are legally regulated. We do believe that pedagogy may successfully incorporate into the overall preparation of the public, probation employees and mediators for the successful realization of agreements and sanctions in relation to young people.
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Mediation / PART 1/

“Mediation is a new, but less known social instrument used for treatment of conflicts in all age groups, including school students. The Mediation Law regulates the philosophy, procedure and significance of this phenomenon, but it’s being yet gingerly applied on background of the threatening, oppressive level of public conflicts. The more shocking aggression at school, the more useless the classical educational system. Mediation offers us a different approach for making sense of the conflict, as all parties themselves /supported by a mediator/ comment on events, evaluate an action, smooth away differences, and take joint decisions. With respect to the above, mediation is that part of the educational process, where opponents undertake equal personal responsibility, limitations and compromises by protecting their rights and respecting the other party. The key words of mediation are: support, reconciliation, problem solving, compromise, etc. / Во время сессий рабочих встреч, молодые люди знакомятся: с последствиями их деяния для них самих, для семьи, для жертвы и общества; вместе с группой, те кто нарушили закон, ищут способ компенсировать пострадавшим из-за их поступка; если есть возможность, объект преступления принимает участие в процессе реабилитации.

Mediation for minors and underage people, in our view, does not mean pacification, universal getting-along, hurting the natural urge to receive justice. It doesn’t mean, either, only the possibilities stipulated explicitly by law. We expect mediation techniques to change the very attitude to justice, which should be replaced by the satisfaction that you did not shatter your own dignity, that you saw in the eyes of the other sensitivity and remorse. Once you have realised the importance of human virtues, you can appreciate yourself that the situation created is absurd, it’s not permissible. Mediation is work for good people, part of the pedagogic and psychological mystery who sympathise, evaluate, understand, show intolerance to violence and breaking the laws. The pedagogue creates the equality setting where one doesn’t hunt for those guilty or innocent, but instead one seeks the reasons, motives, circumstances. There are no sanctions or judgements. The pedagogue-mediator raises all participants in the conflict who rethink suffering and violence, rediscover compassion and guilt, live through hate and love. It is a lesson in loving people, where you have the right to openly talk about mistakes. You learn to be responsible for the consequences of those mistakes. At the end of this lesson, each participant has drawn a conclusion, the disagreements have been smoothed, and you’ve more won a friend than an enemy. The jurist is always a side in the argument, while the pedagogue guarantees the soul of equality, because he’s dealing with children – confused and frightened. The pedagogue doesn’t acquire a new profession. He only enriches the pedagogic approaches in the name of fairness and love for the children.”/Kasandrova,2014/

Пробация. – Пробация вполне новая, совре- менная философия борьбы с преступностью. Философия, которая ос новывается на ряде международных документов, гарантирующих права
Методы исследования девиантного поведения

У педагогической науки нет собственного набора методов исследования девиантного поведения. Используемое неограниченное количество адаптированных методов, которые помогают изучать личность подростка с девиантным поведением, их ценностные ориентации и самооценки. В нашей экспериментальной работе использовали следующие методы:
1. Проективные методы исследования личности:
   1. Тематический аперцептивный тест / ТАТ/;
   2. Фрустриционный тест S. Rosenzweig.
   2.1 Личностные вопросы
   2.1.1 Личностный вопросник Айзенка/ EPQ/
   2.2 Вопросник измерения агрессивности Бис-/Дарки
   2.3 Личностный вопросник MMPI
   2.4 Неоконченное предложение
   3. Тест Томаса / для исследования стиля поведения и степени конфликтности/;
   4. Тест Лира / для диагностики межличностных отношений/;
   5. Игровые модели для исследования зависимостей и оценок подростков с девиантным поведением
5.1 Игровая модель неформального переплетения
5.2 Игровая модель нормального переплетения

Мы использовали следующие методы и формы:
- Тренинг-обучение работать в группе;
- Спортивные состязания;
• Turisticheskie perehody i patachnye lagery;
• Znakomstvo s rastitelnymi mirom v regione i sohranenie otkrytogo mira;
• Rabota po interesam v tverdennyh grupakh;
• Igra vyjivaniya v ekstremalnyh situaciyakh v gore;
• Trening-obuchenie kak razreshayat konflikty i vesti diskussiyu, socialnuyu komunikatsiyu i spriyatiya a gressivnosti;
• Vesti zapisy i dnevniky;

Vo vreme seansov na rabochikh vstechh molodye lyudi znamayutk s posledstviyami eih deyini dlya nich samih, dlya eih semii, dlya eih zhertv i obshchestva; v mestne s gruppyy zakononaruzhshchiki iush opust evimo vozmешenii postaraevshih s eih deyini; kogda estь evmozhnostь object prinyaet ucheatie v rehallengeshi.

2. Proekt - Shkola - prevencii prostranstv


Our project provides: Clarifying the notion preventive pedagogics - subject, object and concepts. The place of the preventive pedagogics in the system of pedagogical science, its significance for the preventive activity of the pedagogical system and the corrective methods of probation.

Considering the preventive pedagogic as a new philosophy, a new model of education, which takes into account all stages and compound process socialization of the person, considers the child as the subject of educational process, provides his physical, mental, spiritual, social development, development of responsible behavior, immunity to the negative phenomena of an environment, preventive maintenance and correction of negative displays in behavior, social - legal protection and etc. Studying this new philosophy is an announcement for the successful applying of probation to juveniles. This study substantiates the necessity to involve the subject “Preventive pedagogy” in professional preparation of teachers. The aim is directed to improve the level of professionalism and search for new opportunities for creating a pedagogical social environment./Kasandrova, Kasandrova, 2012 London

In Pedagogical Sociopathy we present the role of the social group in human life and search for all possible connections that could influence the person positively. I rely on „the significant other ones” who share the same ideas in this new game with rules for the violators. We rediscover the power of the social role as a regulator and trainer, as a Rubicon for personal purifying and self-overcoming, as a social practice which is not “your favorite hobby” but could turn into Kamino way, in the trekking of spiritual refinement, where the person will learn to live with the rules helped by competent, interested, caring specialists who respect clients personal dignity and support them. In position of a supervisor, organizer, evaluator and teacher as well as a bridge for the juridical system, the probation officer is a guarantee for reeducation, an institution for applying the law with all its heaviness and caring confidant friend.

In Pedagogics of deviant behavior I leave the children’s age limits and present a psychopathological pedagogical profile of persons under probation. I introduce the students with the methods of examining, planning (modeling) of the educational process, the methods of character reformation, resocialization and rehabilitation. I pay special attention to the educator’s behavior and vision, their motivation and will to overcome the negativism, despair and disappointment. To demonstrate powerful spirit, irreconcilability and uncompromisness. With the students and other colleagues from the Pedagogics faculty we consider specific direct and indirect methods for working with violators (meetings, visits, correspondence, family and children support, etc.) Now we are working with volunteers and people who share the same ideas but we hold seminars with opponents of probation.

By studying the different pedagogical disciplines students acquire the rules for planning the educational process in all its levels and particulars. We pay special attention to creating individual plans, before-court reports and educational cases. The technology for risk estimation and taking the pedagogical profile of the deviant person is new for us.

Probation specialists are getting ready for the following service:

- Estimation of the personal characteristics of the deviant person, aggression inclination, alcohol and drugs addiction, sexual deviation etc.;
- Estimation of the necessity on enrolling in general education or professional technical training;
- Motivation of law concerned behavior;
- Solving problems and building skills for overcoming difficulties, reflection and adult responsibilities./ Kasandrova, 2012 /

In narrow scientific and pedagogical sense we define probation as follows:

“Probation is a kind of social practice which is sanctioning and reeducating by its nature and is applied to offenders (children in our case), organized and realized by tutors with special professional skills”/ Kasandrova, Stip /

We are most proud of the Method Information data base, created in the faculty, which contains: Research direction: To study infant crime phenomenon as pedagogical problem in an innovative, unprejudiced way with new messages and engagements.

- Theoretical direction: To summarize particular pedagogical approaches to work with children in need and their protection by formulating psychological and pedagogical regularities in the formation of their positive attitude to the global world.
- Applicable direction: To offer and approbate new models for prevention, resocialization and social rehabilitation of deviant children in combination with our national traditions.
- All confirmed and active laws, decrees, enactments related to probation and the examined contingent.
- We use and compare similar documents in Great Britain, USA, Turkey, Greece and Macedonia. - A great variety of methodologies for examining and processed experimental material.
Sociometrical methods for examining persons under probation or social isolation. Files of already examined cases and scientific notes, made of students for deviants in a different social environment and age.

- Index-case for already made surveys and scientific announcements for deviant children in different social environment and at different age made by students.

We experiment in applying probation in pedagogical study rooms where students and teachers volunteers take part. Pedagogical service is useful for children, parents and social workers. We conduct qualification training, ordered and programmed by Ministry of Science and Education.

Suggestions for solving cases where the act degree, the caused damage, the expected result from the educational procedure is taken under consideration. Together with the students we develop Casus Collection Book.

The Method Information database is useful for the social workers, teachers, psychologists, police, pedagogical advisers and etc. We have been developing it for 18 months by now and we are proud of its quantity.

We have the ambition to become assistants, initiators and performers in probation system.

We would like to have personal contribution to creating probation science as pedagogical innovation.

In the result of realized projects are created the mechanisms of interaction between local authorities, governmental institutions and non-governmental organizations; is formed the united company of the research of children, parents and social workers. We conduct qualification training, ordered and programmed by Ministry of Science and Education.

Suggestions for solving cases where the act degree, the caused damage, the expected result from the educational procedure is taken under consideration. Together with the students we develop Casus Collection Book.

The Method Information database is useful for the social workers, teachers, psychologists, police, pedagogical advisers and etc. We have been developing it for 18 months by now and we are proud of its quantity.

We have the ambition to become assistants, initiators and performers in probation system.

We would like to have personal contribution to creating probation science as pedagogical innovation.
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